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Abstract 
 
The history of Bangladesh is marred many unfortunate arrays of events 
that have left the country seeking for financial assistance from the rest 
of the world. The country which gained independence much recently 
when compared to its other neighbors in South Asia, the path of 
development has been more tedious and cumbersome. There has been 
an ongoing debate on the need for development assistance and whether 
the underdeveloped should accept development assistance from the 
leading economies or they should look for alternative way of financing 
its expenses. This paper attempts to address this issue for a low income 
economy like Bangladesh. In order to achieve this objective, the study 
employs static linear regression analysis using ordinary least square 
esti8mate to explore the relationship between growth rate of Gross 
domestic product and net financial development assistance to 
Bangladesh from the rest of the world. The data ranging for the period 
from 1971 to 2009 has been taken from the official site of United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development. The results indicate 
that Net Financial Development Assistance in case of Bangladesh has 
no significant role in the growth rate of the economy. 
 
Keywords: Development, Growth, Regression, Financial Development 
Assistance. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
Conventional wisdom among economist and politicians suggests that an effective 
redistribution of resources from the developed to underdeveloped countries is essential, 
among other things, in order to bridge the huge gap existing between them. For many 
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years, the standard model used to justify aid was the “two-gap‟ model of Chenery and 
Stout. The main alternative to the above models is the use of endogenous growth 
models. Empirically, many cross-country regressions have shown a statistically 
significant linear relationship between investment and growth, but the relationship 
does not hold under shorter intervals (Easterly, 2003).These models suggest that aid 
fills the finance gap and allows for greater investment only if investment is liquidity 
constrained and incentives to invest are favourable.  

Bangladesh is one of the under developed economies in the world. Since 
independence in 1971, Bangladesh has received a large inflow of foreign capital from 
various countries for rapid economic progress. Bangladesh thus provides a test case for 
examining the effectiveness of foreign capital in promoting economic growth. 

 
 

2. Literature Review 
Previous studies of the aid-growth relationship can be classified into three generations, 
each influenced by the then existing dominant theoretical paradigms as well as 
available empirical tools. The first two generations were inspired by relatively simple 
growth models such as the Harrod-Domar model and the two-gap Chenery-Strout 
extension. Barro (1990) presents an endogenous growth model where a benevolent 
dictator uses distortionary taxation to finance productive public expenditures. The most 
ardent critics of aid programs, especially PT Bauer (1971) and Milton Friedman 
(1958), attack foreign assistance on the grounds that politicians will not allocate aid 
efficiently when measured against the goals of aid programs. Boon (1995) has 
analyzed the effectiveness of foreign aid programs to gain insights into political 
regimes in aid recipient economies.  

Many researchers have contributed to the literature on the macroeconomic effects 
of foreign aid in Bangladesh. Among the very early studies, Islam (1972) analyzed the 
relationship between foreign capital (foreign public aid and foreign private investment) 
and gross domestic savings in the erstwhile East Pakistan and concluded that foreign 
capital had affected domestic savings negatively in the 1950's, but positively in the 
1960's. Rahman (1984), draws contrary conclusions who analyzes the effects of aid on 
domestic resource mobilization in Bangladesh. The estimated results concludes that, 
over the 1972-82 period, aid has promoted economic growth, and through higher 
income, aid has also expanded the tax base and raised domestic savings in Bangladesh. 
Ahmad (1990) moves beyond the single equation estimation approach and the 
estimated results show that over the 1961-80 period, despite reducing domestic 
savings, foreign capital inflow has raised GDP growth by increasing production in all 
the 3 sectors.  

Islam (1992) estimated several single equation aid-growth models for Bangladesh 
with 1972-88 data and found that the effects of aid on GDP growth are barely positive, 
but highly insignificant. When total aid is disaggregated into grants and loans, the 
effects of grants turn out negative but marginally significant and the effects of loans 
turn out positive and highly significant. Drawing on these results, the author concluded 
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that foreign loans have stimulated growth in Bangladesh, while grants have not. Based 
on the other estimated results, the author also concluded that domestic resources have 
played a much more significant role in promoting economic growth vis-à-vis the 
foreign resources. Ahmed (1992) undertook a significant study of the aid-growth 
debate in Bangladesh. He estimated a 2SLS model that yields structural parameters 
suggesting that aid has affected both output growth and domestic savings negatively, 
but the reduced form parameters reveal that the effects of aid on domestic savings are 
positive, but negative on output growth. The author attempts to reconcile these 
seemingly conflicting results by arguing that aid funds have possibly been diverted 
into unproductive channels, including projects that were imposed by the donors but 
could not be successfully implemented due to institutional constraints.  
Taslim and Weliwita (1998) investigate the aid-savings relationship in Bangladesh 
during 1960-95 and find that in long run aid and savings are strongly negative and 
highly significant under all specifications suggesting that aid has had an 
unambiguously negative effect on gross domestic savings in Bangladesh.  

In a recent study Doucouliagos and Paldam (2009) discover, using the meta-
analysis covering 68 papers containing a total of 543 direct estimates, that the effect of 
aid on growth estimates are scattered considerably and add up to a small positive, but 
insignificant, effect on growth. There is a dearth of literature in last decade on the 
relationship between development assistance and growth in Bangladesh. 

 
 

3. Methodology 
3.1 Regression Analysis 

Time series data of financial development assistance and rate of growth of GDP is 
taken for the years 1971 to 2009. The former series has been normalized by taking the 
Z score. 

GDPGt = a + b (ZNFA)t +et eq (1) 
 
Where GDPG is the growth rate in GDP of Bangladesh at time t. 
ZNFAt is the normalized net financial assistance to Bangladesh at time t. 
 
 

4. Findings and Analysis 
Dependent Variable: GDPG 
Method: Least Squares 
Sample: 1971 2009 
Included observations: 38 
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Table 1 
 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
C  4.054825  0.582198  6.964685  0.0000 

ZNFA  1.132604  0.589036  1.922809  0.0624 
R-squared  0.093135  Mean dependent var  4.055526 

Adjusted R-squared  0.067944  S.D. dependent var  3.717418 
S.E. of regression  3.588908  Akaike info criterion  5.444769 
Sum squared resid  463.6895  Schwarz criterion  5.530958 

Log likelihood -101.4506  F-statistic  3.697195 
Durbin-Watson stat  1.747189  Prob(F-statistic)  0.062443 
 
Table 1 presents the regression between the foreign development assistance and 

growth rate of GDP. This table has the insignificant p value for net financial assistance 
leading to the conclusion that the former is positive but not capable of affecting the 
later significantly.  

 
 

5. Conclusion 
The paper concludes that the economy of Bangladesh is not dependent on the foreign 
financial development assistance provided by the developed countries. It has managed 
to register a decent growth rate amid crises due to its domestic resources and growth 
strategies. In such situation where countries are facing liquidity crunch a country like 
Bangladesh should use its resources wisely as the effectiveness of assistance has 4 
main alternative views. 1)aid has decreasing returns, (2) aid effectiveness is influenced 
by external and climatic conditions, (3) aid effectiveness is influenced by political 
conditions, and (4) aid effectiveness depends on institutional quality.(Mc Gillivray, et 
al.;2006).So its up to Bangladesh as how efficiently it channelize its development 
assistance from non productive to productive areas. 
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